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Ben Jonson’s Antagonistic Style, 
Public Opinion, and Sejanus

VICTOR LENTHE

Ben Jonson thrived on antagonism. Critics have written widely 
about how he used drama to antagonize rival playwrights, hostile 
theater audiences, supposed plagiarists, and a variety of other 
persons and entities.1 This article is about the antagonistic literary 
style Jonson developed in the process. Although style can refer 
to other things as well, I use the term to indicate the unique and 
distinctive deviations setting a writer apart from the norms of the 
period and genres in which he or she worked.2

Especially early in his career, Jonson consistently presented 
his plays as struggles against theater audiences and readers. His 
first comedy to be printed—Every Man Out of His Humour (perf. 
1599; pub. 1600)—opens with an induction relishing the thought 
that spectators would, “like galled camels, kick at every touch.”3 
His first surviving tragedy—Sejanus His Fall (perf. 1603; pub. 
1605)—similarly intends to provoke “the people’s beastly rage.”4 In 
both cases, Jonson’s antagonistic style of public address sets him 
apart from his contemporaries. Scholars of the Poets’ War such as 
James P. Bednarz and Grace Tiffany have shown that Every Man 
Out challenged the dominance of Shakespearean romantic comedy 
in the English theater.5 John Gordon Sweeney has suggested that 
all of Jonson’s plays from this period—comedies and tragedies 
alike—contributed to a new type of theater that “cherishes the 
moment of confrontation between author and spectator.”6 While 
I agree with these assessments of Jonson’s artistic originality, I 
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contend that his confrontational style has more social and politi-
cal relevance than generally recognized. Especially in Sejanus, 
this style offers a valuable perspective on his experiences as a 
member of a persecuted religious minority.

Jonson developed his antagonistic style as a Catholic dissident 
in post-Reformation England. He converted to Catholicism in 1598 
while imprisoned for murder and rejoined the state-sanctioned 
Protestant Church of England around 1610—a period coinciding 
with a number of his most innovative plays.7 Although Jonson’s 
Catholicism has not always received the attention it deserves, 
critics have increasingly begun to appreciate the degree to which 
“[r]eligion is central to his plays’ ideological purchase, and in 
significant ways is constitutive of his thought.”8 This religious 
turn within Jonson studies has led scholars to reassess the 
playwright’s work in numerous ways, highlighting for example 
its learned engagement with theological disputes and its topical 
commentary on the sociopolitical situation of English Catholics.9 
While building on these insights, I turn to Jonson’s style, show-
ing that it too relates to his dissident religion and that Sejanus 
illuminates the nature of this relationship. The play’s relentless 
provocation of the English public and its overtly Catholic themes 
have both been noted separately by critics, and one part of this 
article’s contribution is to connect the two.10 My method is to 
consider Jonson as an active contributor to his intellectual con-
text. By the time he revised and framed Sejanus for publication 
in 1605, he had engaged deeply with a tract by Father Thomas 
Wright—the priest probably responsible for his conversion—that 
laments the obstacles impeding civil dialogue with England’s 
Protestant majority.11 In the context of Jonson’s engagement with 
ongoing Catholic debates on this topic, his quarto’s deliberate at-
tempts to provoke its readers represent a studied departure from 
Wright’s more irenic approach to public discourse and reflect 
Jonson’s own critical analysis of what it meant to speak from a 
minority position.

In his eagerness to provoke, Jonson highlights a problem with 
the concept of public opinion that has relevance both within and 
beyond post-Reformation England. Following political theorists 
like Jürgen Habermas and Nancy Fraser, I take “public opinion” to 
denote the beliefs and values ascribed collectively to the people as 
a whole.12 This is also the sense in which John Florio’s best-selling 
1603 translation of Michel de Montaigne’s essay “Of Custome” 
uses the term when it explains that “publike opinion may con-
demne” unusual beliefs or practices.13 Today the concept of public 
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opinion plays an integral role in the theories of the public sphere 
championed by deliberative democrats such as Habermas and 
Fraser, but “public sphere” and “public opinion” are very much 
distinct concepts. As Fraser explains the difference, “a public 
sphere is conceived as a space for the communicative generation 
of public opinion,” while public opinion itself is a belief reflecting 
“the general interest of the national citizenry,” which emerges as 
members of the public deliberate in this public sphere to decide 
what they collectively believe.14 Historically oriented scholarship 
has taken inspiration from public sphere theory and increasingly 
invokes it to describe the contentious political culture of post-
Reformation England.15 Most of this work respects the conceptual 
distinction between public sphere and public opinion emphasized 
by Fraser.16 Peter Lake and Michael Questier, for example, describe 
the early modern public sphere as a venue in which polemicists 
could launch “campaign[s] to mobilize bodies of public opinion” 
for and against particular policies.17 My own article brackets ques-
tions about the mechanics of those political debates to examine 
more narrowly Jonson’s relationship to the concept of public 
opinion—the notion that a particular belief could be ascribed to 
the people as a whole.18

As a member of a religious minority, Jonson had good reason 
to critique the concept of public opinion. Today even political theo-
rists who believe public opinion is central to democratic process 
acknowledge the threat it can pose to minorities. At its best, the 
consensus of an informed, politicized, and morally responsible 
citizenry can check a government’s authoritarian impulses; but 
the sociological fiction that the people in general agree on a par-
ticular issue can also stifle the dissent of those unable or unwilling 
to agree with the majority.19 Post-Reformation Europe illustrates 
such concerns in particular ways because its religious diversity 
so greatly outstripped its capacity for tolerance. While existing 
historical scholarship has rightly suggested that the influence of 
public opinion in early modern politics empowered commoners 
by forcing elites to pander to their collective preferences, this ar-
ticle considers the position of religious minorities excluded from 
that fiction of collectivity.20 I argue that Jonson critiqued the 
conceptual possibility of public opinion by adopting an overtly 
antagonistic style of literary drama that embraced his exclusion 
from supposedly shared beliefs.

My argument has three parts. First, I examine the antagonis-
tic epistles and commendatory verses framing the 1605 Sejanus 
quarto, showing that their style of address rejects the notion that 
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the members of the public might hold an opinion in common. 
Second, I identify a religious subtext for that style of address, 
showing that the quarto’s combative framing devices amplify a 
line of Catholic commentary already present in the play’s action. 
Third, I situate Jonson’s ideas within a line of ongoing commen-
tary by English Catholics on their marginalization within English 
society. In conclusion, I extrapolate from Jonson’s antagonistic 
style a critique of the concept of public opinion that emerges in 
Sejanus once the play is understood in its social, religious, and 
intellectual context.

I

Sejanus was famously “hissed … off the stage” at its first per-
formance in 1603.21 Although the reasons for its theatrical failure 
remain unclear, the event prompted Jonson to reflect deeply on the 
hatred he and his play had incurred from a broad cross section of 
English society. The prefatory materials he appended to the first 
printed edition in 1605 actively cultivate this hostile relationship 
to the general public. A dedication to Esmé Stuart coolly describes 
the play as having “suffered no less violence from our people here 
than the subject of it [the historical Sejanus] did from the rage of 
the people of Rome” (p. 212). An epistle to the readers takes this 
popular failure as evidence of Jonson’s artistic merit, complain-
ing about the impossibility of writing anything good for “such 
auditors [to whom] commonly things are presented” (p. 213). A 
series of commendatory verses by Jonson’s friends, meanwhile, 
advertise the play as a deliberate provocation. George Chapman 
depicts Jonson heroically “adventur[ing] on the multitude” and 
incurring nothing “[b]ut wants, and scorns, and shames” for his 
efforts (pp. 216 and 220). Several other poems also allude to the 
play’s “violent fortune,” lambasting the “simple elves” who failed 
to like it and “the crew / Of common playwrights” that subse-
quently mocked Jonson’s perceived downfall (pp. 227 and 225). 
The sequence culminates in Everard Buckworth’s lurid descrip-
tion of Jonson’s encounter with “the people’s beastly rage.” Other 
critics have recognized the quarto’s presentation as a form of 
artistic self-assertion, vindicating the play and its author against 
the unfavorable judgment of the theater audience.22 By narrating 
Jonson’s encounter with a hostile crowd, however, these prefa-
tory materials also conceptualize a problem with broader social 
significance for religious minorities.
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The quarto’s antagonistic style of self-presentation implies a 
critique of the concept of public opinion. In embracing the people’s 
hatred and scorn, Jonson rejects any notion that their collective 
judgment has value—or that it is even truly collective, given his 
own exclusion from their supposedly shared opinions. In making 
this argument, I wish to qualify a recent interpretation of Sejanus 
that brings into focus a number of the issues at the center of my 
own article. Penelope Geng has argued that Jonson’s sympathetic 
depiction of the character Arruntius—a vociferous complainer out 
of favor at Court—promotes a model of public discourse in which 
dissident interpretive communities oppose a corrupt state by en-
gaging in political critique.23 I agree with Geng’s interpretation of 
the play’s action, which rightly brings into focus both Jonson’s 
interest in the mechanics of public discourse and his concern for 
minorities who find their views pushed out of the mainstream. 
My own interpretation, however, departs from Geng’s by stressing 
that the paratextual materials Jonson appended to the quarto 
two years later betray a chastened reassessment of the efficacy 
of such political critique for people who find themselves on the 
wrong side of public opinion.

The quarto’s prefatory materials reject, for example, any at-
tempt to mobilize the tastemaking judgment of an intellectual elite 
to counter the general public’s negative opinion of the play. Adver-
tising a play’s failure with lowbrow audiences at the theater could 
indeed have that effect under other circumstances, encouraging 
the more educated readers consuming it in print to prove their 
sophistication by giving a second chance to something the masses 
had rejected out of ignorance.24 Jonson, however, flatly proclaims 
that these readers will not like his play either. After lashing out 
against the common auditors in the theater, he expresses simi-
lar contempt for the would-be sophistication of readers, likening 
them to “common torturers … whose noses are ever like swine 
spoiling and rooting up the muses’ gardens” (p. 214). In dismiss-
ing his prospective readers alongside the audience that hated the 
play in performance, Jonson emphasizes that he craves no one’s 
approval. As his epistle sums up, “But that I should plant my 
felicity in your general saying ‘Good,’ or ‘Well,’ etc., were a weak-
ness which the better sort of you might worthily contemn, if not 
absolutely hate me for” (p. 215). In promising to bring its readers 
as little pleasure as the stage performance brought spectators, 
the Sejanus quarto both invokes and critiques a notion of public 
opinion. It invokes it by imputing collective tastes to the people in 
general, addressing them as a collective “you” and purposefully 
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conflating the common auditors at the theater with the common 
torturers reading the play at home. By highlighting his own ex-
clusion from their collective judgments, however, Jonson also 
denies the legitimacy of this supposedly public opinion, which 
he emphasizes is not in fact shared by everyone.

The commendatory verses similarly deny any need to engage 
readers in critical dialogue about Jonson’s merit, representing 
them as enemies to provoke rather than as potential allies to per-
suade. Chapman’s verse urges Jonson to reinvigorate his assault 
on popular tastes, which began in the theater and now continues 
in print: “use thou the assiduity / Fit for a true contemnor of their 
scorn,” he writes (p. 221). Perseverance is key as the text migrates 
to print. Chapman envisions readers showing the same hostility 
as the original spectators: “the sense / That thy spectators have 
of good or ill, / Thou inject’st jointly to thy readers’ souls” (p. 
219). Since the original spectators’ poor judgment of good and 
ill led them to hiss the play offstage, Chapman’s suggestion that 
Jonson inject the same sense into his readers bespeaks a deliber-
ate attempt to replicate this antagonistic relationship. Whatever 
the actual print equivalent of Jonson’s encounter with the rowdy 
theater audience might be, Chapman’s metaphorical descriptions 
evoke physical combat. Likening Jonson the satirist to a physician 
curing society’s moral ills, he suggests that readers—driven by 
resentment at Jonson’s superiority—will “rage, beat out, or the 
physician fly” (p. 218). Jonson endorses these descriptions of a 
physically violent struggle, noting that his friends’ commenda-
tory verses “relieved me in much whereat without them I should 
necessarily have touched” (p. 213). His own epistles also contain 
the same equation of readers and spectators as Chapman’s poem, 
harp similarly on their collective “violence” and “rage,” and express 
plenty of the superiority Chapman recommends as a way of fuel-
ing their resentment (pp. 212–5). In combination, these framing 
devices endow the quarto with a deliberately antagonistic posture 
foreclosing civil dialogue and reciprocal persuasion.

Jonson’s apparent desire in the Sejanus quarto is to make a 
large number of people hate him. He sets no bounds on the level 
of hostility he intends to provoke. His framing devices gleefully 
envision the printed text escalating the vocal opposition of the 
original theater audience into a physically dangerous riot. The 
rhetoric may verge on hyperbole, but it anticipates a struggle 
between the playwright and his public that respects no bounds 
of civility and would escalate to the point of bodily injury before 
resorting to persuasion or reasoned critique. Although surrender-
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ing any hope of swaying an unfavorable body of public opinion, 
such overt antagonism nonetheless represents an ingenious ap-
proach to publicity. In highlighting his exclusion from the English 
people’s collective beliefs, Jonson emphasizes that their suppos-
edly shared judgment is not in fact truly representative; his cure 
for bad publicity is to provoke more of it.

II

It was as a Catholic in an anti-Catholic society that Jonson 
encountered what his quarto calls “the people’s beastly rage.” 
While Jonson surely had many reasons to feel he had fallen 
on the wrong side of public opinion, his position as an English 
Catholic provides a unique and important point of intellectual 
context because it put him in contact with other Catholic writers 
who theorized their experiences as a persecuted minority. Before 
discussing Jonson’s engagement with this intellectual context, 
however, it is worth highlighting the degree to which Sejanus is 
overtly concerned with English Catholicism. As Lake has dem-
onstrated, the play follows the early modern practice of using 
Roman history to comment on politically sensitive current events: 
it is filled with allusions to Catholic polemics such as Leicester’s 
Commonwealth (1584) and makes a forceful argument about how 
English Catholics should relate to a state that persecutes them. 
While Lake focuses on the persecution Catholics suffered at the 
hands of elite courtiers and state agents, I add to his analysis by 
showing that Sejanus’s commentary on English Catholicism also 
extends to Catholics’ relationship to public opinion—especially 
to the collective hostility of nonelite people whom Jonson lumps 
together as “the multitude.” In other words, the epistles and com-
mendatory verses framing the quarto as a struggle against public 
opinion develop a theme already present in the play’s action, 
where it is couched in distinctly religious terms.

Lake’s interpretation of the play is worth rehearsing in 
some detail because it establishes the degree to which Jonson 
uses Agrippina’s persecuted supporters—also known as the 
Germanican faction—to dramatize the situation of Catholics in 
post-Reformation England. Like English Catholics, the Germani-
cans are “[c]onstantly spied on, provoked beyond endurance into 
treasonable words,” and “either destroyed or driven into exile as 
traitors and enemies of the state, and all this despite their inno-
cence of any active plotting against the regime.”25 The fact that 
the Germanicans are victimized for their group identity and not 
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for any criminal actions resonates with the complaints of Eng-
lish Catholics that the state unfairly conflated their religion with 
political subversion.26 Moreover, as Lake also shows, the play’s 
main villain could come straight out of an early modern Catholic 
polemic. Sejanus seeks to “thrust Tiberius into tyranny” (II.391), 
just as numerous Catholic tracts from the period complained of 
evil courtiers corrupting a monarch whose natural inclinations 
were supposedly more tolerant.27 The fact that Sejanus began his 
career as a “catamite” (IV.404) echoes Leicester’s Commonwealth 
in particular, which insinuates that the notorious Catholic-hunter 
the Earl of Leicester attained his position of influence over the 
queen because of his sexual depravity.28 Accordingly, Sejanus’s 
victims also bear resemblance to English Catholics. Agrippina—
the widowed leader of the Germanican faction—evokes Mary 
Stuart, a figurehead for English Catholics until her execution 
in 1587.29 Moreover, the play repeatedly emphasizes that Rome 
had, a mere “[s]eventy years since” (III.453), been a republic—just 
as England, until almost exactly seventy years earlier, had been 
Catholic.30 Imperial Rome, in other words, is post-Reformation 
England, and the Germanicans are English Catholics.

Lake establishes also that the play engages in depth with theo-
retical debates that held sway among English Catholics. Among 
other topics, it considers the ethics of armed rebellion against a 
tyrannical, persecuting regime—“an issue which,” to quote Lake, 
“confronts the Germanicans in the play with quite as much force 
and urgency as it did Elizabethan Catholics.”31 The Jesuit mis-
sionary Robert Persons, for example, argues in A Conference about 
the Next Succession (1595) that English subjects would be justi-
fied to take arms against a tyrannical regime, while the Catholic 
loyalist Henry Constable responds in Discoverye of a Counterfecte 
Conference (1600) that armed resistance is never justified and 
that promoting it will only endanger their coreligionists.32 Sejanus 
depicts a similar debate when Latiaris, an agent provocateur in 
league with Sejanus, incites the Germanican Sabinus to pursue 
“liberty” by “active valour” (IV.144 and 157). The play represents 
Sabinus’s even-keeled and quietistic response as the true German-
ican—and, according to Lake, Roman Catholic—argument when 
the character quips, “No ill should force the subject undertake 
/ Against the sovereign” (IV.163–4). The play thus dramatizes a 
theoretical debate that held significant currency among English 
Catholics, who sometimes harbored doubts about whether they 
owed allegiance to a state that persecuted them. Lake’s topical 
application gains further support from the fact that the English 
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government found the same Catholic subtext, though apparently 
without appreciating Sabinus’s loyalist stance. The play’s pub-
lication, which was unfortunately timed just after the discovery 
of the Gunpowder Plot on 5 November 1605, provoked the Earl 
of Northampton to haul Jonson in front of the Privy Council on 
charges of “popery and treason.”33

While Lake establishes that Jonson’s depiction of the Germani-
cans dramatizes a number of issues English Catholics faced, his 
focus on state persecution leads him to overlook the more general 
marginalization of these groups in their respective societies. I 
therefore build on his account of the play’s religious commitments 
by highlighting the degree to which the Germanicans also suffer 
substantially under the collective judgment of a hostile multitude. 
Sejanus’s negative depiction of the Roman crowd was noted in the 
critical tradition long before Jonson’s religion became a topic of 
interest. Russ McDonald once pithily observed that “[t]he multi-
tude displays the malignity and faithlessness of its leaders,” albeit 
“none of their intelligence or imagination.”34 Such observations 
resonate in new ways with the religious commitments Lake finds 
in the play and suggest that the Germanicans as a political mi-
nority are marginalized not only by the state but also by public 
opinion—the collective judgment of this corrupt multitude. The 
persecution in the first four acts indeed takes place in the realm 
of high politics and is very much consistent with the fears pervad-
ing Catholic polemics such as Leicester’s Commonwealth: there 
are spies throughout, two sham trials in act III, and a monarch 
conspiring with a corrupt courtier to eradicate the Germanicans 
in act II. Act V, however, offers a different perspective on this 
persecution by introducing the Roman multitude as a major 
threat. It opens with an account of disturbances in the streets: 
supernatural portents have incited “Th’amazing wonder of the 
multitude,” and a “throng” of commoners is running wild (V.221 
and 60). Throughout the remainder of this last act, the collective 
judgment of this fickle multitude becomes a threat on par with 
the elite persecutors dominating acts I through IV.

The threat of public opinion constitutes an important aspect 
of the play’s politico-religious commentary. Despite their fears 
of state persecution, the Germanicans actually come to agree 
with government agents about the danger represented by the 
multitude. After Sejanus is toppled by a palace intrigue and his 
family is brutally slaughtered in the streets by bloodthirsty com-
moners, the remaining Germanicans join the lamentations of 
their erstwhile persecutors. Lepidus and Arruntius, for example, 
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listen sympathetically to Terrentius when he returns to the palace  
to complain of Sejanus’s harsh treatment at the hands of “[t]he 
eager multitude” (V.741). Their collective commentary echoes 
Sejanus’s prefatory materials in highlighting the crowd’s beastli-
ness: “not a beast of all the herd demands, / What was his crime? 
Or, who were his accusers? / Under what proof, or testimony, 
he fell?” (V.775–7). In its “violent rage,” they complain, “the rude 
multitude” exceeds even “the forward justice of the state” (V.791, 
790, and 792). Despite the fact that Lepidus and Arruntius have 
both been terrorized by the state’s “forward justice,” they agree 
with Terrentius that the lynching taking place in the streets rep-
resents something even worse. Lepidus joins in lamenting the 
“popular rage,” while Arruntius decries “[t]hese very rascals, that 
now rage like furies,” half-ironically calling them “my monster, 
/ The multitude” (V.758, 785, and 861–2). In figuring the people 
as a singular body with shared preferences, these descriptions 
evoke the fiction of collectivity entailed in the concept of public 
opinion. Germanicans such as Lepidus and Arruntius mistrust 
this collective form of judgment even when it occasionally turns 
on their persecutors in the political elite.

While the Germanicans encounter hostility from elite and 
popular sources alike, the quarto’s framing actually downplays 
elite persecution in ways that further highlight the threat of public 
opinion. Chapman’s commendatory verse, for example, contra-
dicts the play’s cynical depiction of corrupt elites by appealing to 
a series of high-ranking Court officials for protection against the 
multitude. After appealing to King James himself, Chapman goes 
on to sue to several of James’s royal advisors:

His Chancellor, fautor of all human skills;
His Treasurer, taking them [i.e., poets] into his place;
Northumber, that, with them, his crescent fills;
Grave Worcester, in whose nerves they guard their fire;
Northampton, that to all his height in blood,
Heightens his soul with them; and Devonshire,
In whom their streams, ebbed to their spring, are flood;
Oraculous Salisbury, whose inspirèd voice,
In state proportions, sings their mysteries;
And (though last named) first, in whom they rejoice,
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Most noble Suffolk.

(pp. 221–2)
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In appealing to the patronage of an enlightened elite, the quarto 
backtracks on the fears of anti-Catholic courtiers pervading the 
play’s action. Jonson’s epistles similarly appeal to the protection 
of “good men” such as his aristocratic patron Esmé Stuart—who, 
like many of the Privy Councilors addressed by Chapman, was 
Catholic (p. 212).35 Thus, even as Sejanus echoes Leicester’s Com-
monwealth in critiquing elite persecutors, the 1605 quarto actu-
ally exudes hope that good, reasonable, and tolerant members 
of this elite will help Jonson. By contrast, the quarto’s style of 
self-presentation is entirely consistent with the play in highlight-
ing the multitude’s hostility. Unlike the quietistic Germanicans, 
however, Jonson actively courts the English people’s collective 
hatred, seeking to provoke as much of it as possible.

III

Jonson’s antagonistic style acquires social and political sig-
nificance within his English Catholic intellectual context, where 
it offers a perspective on post-Reformation religion that departs 
from the findings of much recent historiography. Recent scholar-
ship has emphasized that a binary Catholic/Protestant opposition 
fails in many cases to do justice to the complexity of early modern 
English people’s religious experiences, practices, and identities. In 
describing a religious spectrum that allowed for complex negotia-
tions both between and within religious groups, this scholarship 
has been drawn to liminal figures such as the “Church papist,” 
the fluid identity of serial converts, and the complex negotiations 
by which Catholic loyalists at Court found common ground with 
Protestants.36 Its goal has been, in Questier’s words, “to resurrect 
a range of contemporary Catholic existence and experience.”37 To 
be sure, contemporary representations of the English religious 
spectrum were another matter. Early modern polemicists often 
imputed binary divisions with a questionable basis in reality; Lake 
and Questier describe both Catholics and Protestants exploiting 
“wedge issue[s]” when it became politically expedient to foment 
oppositional sentiment.38 Even so, Sejanus is difficult to recon-
cile with recent historical accounts of typical post-Reformation 
religious politics because it does more than just carve out an ad-
versarial position. Although full of biting social critique, it never 
aspires to change public opinion on a particular topic. Instead, 
its critique targets the very concept of public opinion, the notion 
that it might be possible for the people in general to agree. Rather 
than persuading, the style of address on display in the play’s 
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prefatory materials engages readers only by provoking them into 
open, unbridled antagonism. This final section situates that ap-
proach to public discourse as an original contribution to Jonson’s 
intellectual context as an English Catholic writer and thinker.

Sejanus represents a studied departure in particular from the 
ideas of Wright, who plays a unique role in Jonson scholarship. 
Theodore A. Stroud’s suggestion that Wright was the priest to 
convert Jonson in prison in 1598 can only be proven to a degree 
of probability, but we know that Jonson engaged critically with 
Wright’s written work.39 Wright promoted an irenic conception of 
post-Reformation Catholicism and has consequently proven useful 
to scholars invested in highlighting points of fluidity in English 
Catholic identity.40 He devoted a large part of his missionary career 
to theorizing an intellectual framework that would allow peace 
between his coreligionists and their Protestant nation, articulat-
ing in the process a version of the argument that spiritual loyalty 
to the Pope did not require political loyalty to foreign Catholic 
states.41 In his brief career at the English Court (1595–97), he 
put theory into practice, supplying intelligence about Spanish 
military activity to the Privy Council. Wright also faced difficul-
ties, including lengthy imprisonment, but his understanding of 
Catholic identity resists the antagonistic thinking on display in 
Sejanus. In The Passions of the Minde in Generall, which circulated 
in manuscript from 1597, Wright offers his take on the issues 
occupying Jonson as he wrote Sejanus.42 Jonson may well have 
read Passions of the Minde in prison in the autumn of 1598, as 
Stroud has surmised, but a commendatory verse that prefaces 
the 1604 edition of Wright’s text indicates that Jonson had en-
gaged deeply and critically with its ideas by the time he revised 
and framed Sejanus for publication in 1605.43 Even as Jonson 
shares many of the priest’s concerns, he departs strikingly from 
his conclusions.

Passions of the Minde reflects on the difficulties Wright faced 
with public opinion as a professional advocate for English Catho-
lics. Critical accounts have explored both Wright’s contributions 
to Renaissance rhetorical theory and the theory of emotions he 
develops in the process.44 Wright’s goal is not simply to move or 
to persuade, however. His intention, more specifically, is to “per-
swade a multitude” (pp. 3–4)—that problematic political entity 
Jonson considers on his own terms in Sejanus. This focus on the 
collective disposition of a large body of people places a concep-
tion of public opinion at the center of Passions of the Minde. As a 
member of a religious minority, the inherent problem Wright faced 
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with the multitude is that “likelinesse [likeness] causeth loue”; 
even among “lyons, tygres, and leopards, whose inclinations are 
most cruell … one affecteth another and liueth in quiet societie, 
for the similitude of inclinations, and likelinesse of passions” 
(p. 97). Wright was acutely aware that such likeness was sorely 
lacking in post-Reformation England, but his approach to this 
problem differs from Jonson’s. Like Jonson, Wright is essentially 
concerned with the threat public opinion poses to minorities un-
able to join the consensus of the lions and tigers in his example. 
But whereas Jonson shows himself eager to highlight his differ-
ence from what the people in general think, Wright instead seeks 
to win the multitude’s sympathy.

Wright’s basic strategy to sway—or at least to soften—public 
opinion is to cultivate likeness and common ground. Fearing 
that reasoned debate would fail with all but the most learned, he 
recommends sensory appeals and oratorical gestures to win over 
the masses (pp. 149–93). Sympathy is crucial to his plan: “if we 
intend to imprint a passion in another,” he writes, “it is requisit 
first it be stamped in our hearts” (p. 174). Obstacles to such a 
plan abound, as Wright essentially intends to throw himself on 
the sympathy of a deeply unsympathetic audience whose mem-
bers he has already compared to lions and tigers. Nonetheless, 
he hopes people will find common ground in their shared human 
passions. He spends a substantial portion of the tract modeling 
this strategy: in a long paean to divine love, he hopes to “incense 
my soule to loue [God] intirely” so that “all those motiues which 
stirre vp mine affections to loue [God], may be meanes to inflame 
all their hearts which read this treatise penned by me” (p. 193). His 
wager is that the sincerity of his passions will allow all members 
of his audience—irrespective of doctrinal differences—to identify 
with him. Thus, even as Wright’s account of the lions and tigers 
constituting his society is compatible with Sejanus’s assessment 
of the people’s hostility and beastliness, the priest’s pursuit of 
sympathetic identification stands in direct contrast to Jonson’s 
approach. Wright and Jonson both comment on the difficulties of 
speaking from a position on the wrong side of public opinion. Yet 
whereas Jonson seeks vindication in a continuous expression of 
antagonism verging on physical violence, Wright hopes to achieve 
collective emotional identification superseding interconfessional 
disagreement.

Like Sejanus, with its unmistakably Catholic Germanicans, 
Passions of the Minde conceptualizes the challenges of public 
opinion in overtly confessional terms. It helped that Wright was 
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a minor celebrity among loyalist Catholics, several of whom cited 
him in print as a typical example of their suffering.45 Even beyond 
the significance attached to Wright’s reputation, however, Passions 
of the Minde devotes great attention to issues of daily concern 
to English Catholics, such as avoiding entrapment by spies.46 
An excursus with conspicuously little bearing on public speak-
ing teaches readers to anticipate the strategies of government 
agents, who might move a man to reveal his friend’s secrets by 
pretending “vnder colour of amitie” that the friend has previously 
broken confidence himself (p. 122). To emphasize the relevance 
for politically repressed groups, Wright adds that “[t]his strat-
ageme I know many politique superiors to haue frequented, and 
some persons of great pollicie, but of most small conscience” (p. 
123). As Jonson may well have recognized in reading the tract, 
Wright’s cautionary tale begins to indicate the limitations of any 
overly optimistic pursuit of common ground, warning repressed 
groups to guard against spies’ false appeals to likeness.

Wright himself began to appreciate the shortcomings of his 
irenic approach to public opinion. He wrote Passions of the Minde 
in 1597, after a dispute with Protestant divines at York had already 
landed him under house arrest.47 His status turned even more 
precarious after he was blamed for William Alabaster’s conversion. 
By 17 October 1598, he was in an ordinary prison, complaining to 
his patron, the Earl of Essex, that England’s Protestant society had 
made him “the object of revenge and football of suspicions in mat-
ters concerning religion.”48 His perception of pervasive mistrust, 
as well as the violent image of being used as a football, suggests 
limited faith in the efficacy of civil dialogue. “[S]poiled of all [his] 
books and writings … [and] debarred of all company and humane 
conversation,” he describes himself as lacking the basic tools of 
reciprocal persuasion.49 Despairing completely of his mission to 
advocate and convert, Wright asks for help to leave the country. 
A separate letter to Anthony Bacon expresses the wish “wholly to 
abandon England” because “I have so many enemies that it will be 
impossible for me to live in quietness, but, either upon suspicion 
or malice, I shall daily be subject to calumnies and restraint.”50 
Deprived both of an audience willing to listen and of the writ-
ings that would help him reach one, Wright at this point sees no 
possibility of swaying an English multitude predisposed against 
him. A tract written three years later during a brief escape from 
prison provides yet another glimpse of the despair Wright could 
reach. Titled Certain Articles or Forcible Reasons, it complains 
of “irreconciliable iarres” between Catholics and Protestants.51 
Wright himself, in moments such as these, shows awareness of 
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the limitations of the likeness and common ground he pursued 
in Passions of the Minde.

Whether or not Jonson knew about Wright’s moments of de-
spair, his published commentary on Passions of the Minde shows 
insight into the limitations of the priest’s stated plan of persuad-
ing the multitude. His commendatory verse to the 1604 edition 
of Wright’s tract agrees with its concerns about the difficulty of 
swaying opinions through reasoned argument. Jonson envisions 
the multitude “languish[ing] in suspence … / Betweene the doubt-
full sway of Reason, and sense”—the very problem that led Wright 
to appeal, by means of the senses, directly to the passions.52 Yet 
Jonson’s concluding couplet expresses doubt that sensory ap-
peals will work any better than reason: “Tis not your fault, if they 
shall sense preferre, / Being tould there, Reason cannot, Sense 
may erre.”53 Jonson’s poem indicates that he had read Passions 
of the Minde closely and admiringly, but it also expresses deep 
pessimism about Wright’s goal of swaying public opinion. Wright’s 
tract considers the challenges of persuading people impervious to 
reasoned arguments. Although Jonson’s lament for “the doubtfull 
sway of Reason” echoes Wright’s assessment of the limitations 
of reasoned discourse, his concluding statement that “Sense” 
too “may erre” indicates pessimism about the priest’s preferred 
alternative method of building sympathy. The hostile reception of 
Sejanus had given Jonson an original perspective on these issues. 
In direct contrast to Passions of the Minde, he framed his play’s 
quarto publication as an act of unbridled antagonism designed 
to provoke hatred from readers and spectators.

IV

Jonson’s antagonistic style has particular value within the 
Catholic intellectual context in which this article has placed it. 
Political theorists today acknowledge the problems the concept 
of public opinion can pose for minorities excluded from the col-
lective beliefs of their countrymen and women. As evidenced 
by Wright’s prison letters, these problems were no different in 
post-Reformation England; the priest oscillated between hope 
and despair over the course of his career, repeatedly appealing to 
the multitude’s sympathy only to be disappointed. His lofty goal 
of persuading even the most hostile multitude helps explain the 
depth his despair could reach.

Jonson, by contrast, rejects any attempt to win over public 
opinion. His 1604 commendatory verse to Passions of the Minde 
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displays skepticism about Wright’s pursuit of common ground, 
while the 1605 Sejanus quarto adopts an antagonistic style em-
bracing the people’s collective scorn and hatred. Rather than 
advocating for an adversarial position on a particular issue of 
public interest, the play critiques the concept of public opinion 
as such, pursuing a style that consists of fostering continuous, 
irresolvable disagreement and exposing as fiction any notion 
that the people in general agree. This eagerness to provoke and 
endure the people’s hatred represents a peculiar but studied ap-
proach to publicity. The antagonistic style Jonson was develop-
ing to such great effect at this point in his career acquires social 
and political value especially in the context of Sejanus’s broader 
commentary on the multitude’s hostility to religious minorities. 
In embracing its unfavorable public reception, Sejanus reminds 
readers of the unassimilated outside excluded from the general 
consensus about aesthetic and moral judgment entailed in the 
concept of public opinion.
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